
















Alabama Chanin®
Factory Dress Sleeve
All designs © Alabama Chanin™ 2016, Alabama Chanin, Inc. These patterns are for personal home use. Patterns and 
projects are not to be produced for commercial purposes, nor are they to be made into items for sale. These patterns 
are copyright protected and reproduction of  them is not permitted.

Using These Master Patterns
These multi-size patterns range from XS to XXL. After choosing a size, you can preserve your pattern 
sheet by tracing each pattern section onto a new piece of  pattern paper. Alternatively, you can also 
choose to print new copies as needed. Cut out each section along the pattern lines for your chosen size, 
cutting as close to the lines as possible for a good fit.
 
Note that each pattern piece has a marked grain line on it. Position the pattern on the fabric so that the 
grain line of  the pattern and fabric run in the same direction, with both ends of  the pattern’s grain line 
placed equidistant from the fabric’s edge. If  the pattern piece has an edge marked “Place on Fold,” 
position that edge accordingly on the folded fabric’s fold line. Follow the project’s instructions for the 
number of  pieces to cut, and baste each edge marked on the pattern with a “Basting Line,” ¼" (6 mm) 
from the fabric’s edge to keep it from stretching as you sew.

When this pattern is printed at full size, the square at left should 
measure 2" (5 cm) on all sides. Please make sure to double check 
this measurement before cutting and working with your pattern.
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Notes: 1/4” (6 mm) seam allowances are built
into all pattern pieces. Sew basting line
1/4” (6 mm) from pattern edge.
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